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BAQ MODULE
Airframe
Call Sign
Instructor Pilot Required
Time of day
Minimum Flight Time
Weather Setup
ATC required
MOA Authorised
Multiple Aircraft

1-3
B-2
Assigned
No
Day
22
VMC
No
No
No

Required Documentation
Whitman AFB (KSZL) and Little Rock AFB (KLRF) charts (available at airnav.com)
Kansas City and Memphis Sectional Charts (available at skyvector.com)
Overhead Break Document
B2A Spirit Overview
Alphasim B2A Checklist
Alphasim B2A Reference
Overhead Break Document

Special Notes
Keep in mind that the B-2 does not have any flaps, in order to slow the aircraft speed
brakes must employed. When deploying ensure that the speeds are suitable as not to cause
any damage to the aircraft.
If ATC is present, make sure to contact them Prior to take-off, if during your flight you
encounter ATC utilise flight following if they can provide it. The same goes for your arrival
at KLRF
Pattern altitude at Littlerock should be about 2000 and Overhead pattern altitude should
about 2500, or as instructed by ATC.

Learning Objectives
1. Navigate from one airport to another using visual navigation
2. Review and apply all knowledge acquired in the previous modules
3. Communication with ATC if available.

Instructions
1. File a flight plan from KSZL to KSZL, in the route put KLRF and in the
comments field insert VFR TO KLRF FOR LOCAL OPS BLW 11500 and
the altitude put VFR
2. If ATC is present request a VFR departure to the south (if no ATC present
skip to step 3)
3. Start engines and taxi to the active runway if possible RWY 01 or as instructed
by ATC
4. After take-off make a left downwind departure to the south climbing to 11500,
making sure to respect speed restrictions
5. Passing 10000 ft, accelerate to 400 kts and proceed to KLRF using either
visual navigation or your GPS.
6. At the appropriate distance start your descent to the KLRF pattern altitude.
Make sure that you comply to any applicable speed restrictions (250 kts below
10000)
7. As you will be arriving from the North, you will before a midfield break over
the field, if ATC is present request this. As much as possible we will be using
runway 7 for our operations.
8. Reaching the break point, break right and enter the pattern for runway 07
9. Perform a touch and go and enter a left pattern for runway 7
10.After turning final perform another break over the approach end of the
runway
11.After the break perform a touch and go and enter left traffic
12.Perform another break this time over the Departure end of the runway and

perform another touch and go and enter left traffic.
13.Perform 3 executive touch and goes.
14.On the third touch and go, perform a left crosswind departure to the north
and climb to 10,500 ft (if ATC present request it)
15.Using visual navigation or your GPS proceed back to Whiteman
16.Passing 10000 ft, accelerate to 400 kts
17.Descend to Whiteman and land; you may perform several more overhead
breaks or touch and goes to fill up the required time.

